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As a student at Kautilya, you are already a 
changemaker. After two years of the Master's 
program, you will be one of our nation's problem 
solvers. 

OurOur curriculum is designed to instill in you the 
confidence to brave the future. We believe 
evidence-based research, recognition of social 
dimensions of policymaking, and a thorough 
understanding of justice will set you up to lead and 
inspire progressive change. After all, the challenges 
we face today and will continue to encounter in our 
collecollective future are as unprecedented as they are 
complex. Such challenges range from climate 
change, pandemics, Cybersecurity threats, 
migration, Artificial Intelligence, and algorithmic 
management of our very lives.

Kautilya offers an academically-rigorous program 
that ensures students learn from classical and 
contemporary public policy theorizations, and 
internalize critical concepts through their practical 
application, wherever possible. Experiential pedagogy 
is fundamental to all courses taught at Kautilya. 



Skill Shops:  Courses that impart critical practical and hands-on skills to students and differ 
markedly from regular courses. These include exposure to data analysis and visualization tools, and 
tackling social skills like informal labour exploitation, practical skills for public speaking and 
persuasion, and media or campaign management, etc.

Electives: Courses that fall within one of five specializations or verticals that the student can choose 
from a list based on their interest. There are no open electives at Kautilya at this point.

Electives (Choice-based): More than 25 electives (see below) flow out from the core verticals. This
range is intended to provide students the option to chart their unique career trajectories through
the program. Students can opt for a specialization based on the electives choice they make. The 
specialization areas are:

Internship and Capstone: Kautilya will prepare you to receive an internship with the Government, 
best-known names in the industry, think tanks and social sector groups. We encourage you to 
undertake your Capstone aligned to the respective industry standards.

Mandatory: These mandatory credit-bearing courses train the students with the essential 
preparatory orientation into the field of public policy in the Indian context. They are designed and 
aligned to impart additional knowledge on critical foundational components involved in the study 
of public policy, including public administration, introduction into ethics of policy making, 
understanding of the constitution and its origins, etc. Categorized across five verticals or 
specialization areas corresponding to existing professional policy arenas, each section will contain 
a set of courses that the students will select, in order to earn the requisite mandatory credits.
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Your career path
You have an option of graduating with a simple MPP degree, or an MPP with certification.

Specializations:  In pursuing MPP with specialization (103 credits), students who take courses covered in at 
least one of five specialized subject areas (See the MPP with optional specializations table below) will be 
awarded the MPP degree with Specializations

MPP Graduation Path

Mandatory

Choice Based (Flexible to your graduation path)

Graduation Option

Mandatory Electives

Elective Subjects (Pool of 75 credits)

Additional 10 credit skill shops are recommended for all students of MPP

MPP with specialization (103)

Internship Capstone



Credit-matrix indicating certification and specialization award.

*Includes 10 skill shops worth ten credits

Minimum credits
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103*15 42 6 30

• Fulfillment of minimum mandatory 72 credits, 
 10 skill shops and 21 additional credits from
 any of the electives taken from at least one
 focus area leading to a (separately issued) 
 specialization award.

Choice-based
credits



Specializations at Kautilya

SPECIALIZATION
TITLE

ANCHOR CORE

ELECTIVES

INDIA CORE/
GENERAL CORE

Government 
& Business

Human Rights,
Law & Democracy

Development
Economics

Governance
& Society

International
Relations

18 credits/accounting for 180 hours of teaching hours For an elective to be offered, 1/5th of the students must opt for it
4 out of 5 electives are required for a specialization

Public Interest through
Private Efforts: Advancing
Meaningful Social Impact

Corporate Policy,
Regulations and

Government Relations

Navigating Digital
Economy: Governing

Algorithms

Governing
New Media

Project and
Infrastructure Finance

Democracy in the
Age of Populism

Fundraising and
Finance for Non-Profits

Climate Change and
Geopolitics of EnergyReforming India

Religion
and Politics

Development of
Middle-Income
Economies

Future of Public
Service Delivery Global Public Health

AI and Ethics
Behavioural
Economics

Introduction to Public
Problem Solving

Big Debates in
Development

Economic Freedom,
Financial Inclusion,
and Digital Banking

Regenerative
Economy

Smart Cities: Urban
Labelling and Beyond

Emerging Security
Challenges

Globalization: Hegemony
of a few or Cooperation

of the world 

Make in India: Innovation,
Incentivization and
Indigenization

Urbanization, Cities and
Decentralized Planning

Geopolitics and Strategic
Decision Making

Public Administration
in India

Business, Government
& Society

Human Rights
as a Public Policy
Imperative

Macroeconomics
for policy

Policy for Social
Goals: Wellbeing or

Welfare?

Changing World
Order: Cooperation
and Contestation

Philosophy and Ethics:
Policy Making in India

Microeconomics
for Policy

Public Policy:
Thought and Practice

India & the World

Kautilya will offer a range of core and elective courses and provide practical skills training through dedicated skill shops. The term-wise outlay of courses for the first two years is 
as below. Please note, the courses will continue to be fine-tuned and reshuffled as the program proceeds to consistently meet student learning requirements. The tables 
underneath contain an indicative list of courses.



Certifications at Kautilya

Campaign Strategy
& Communications

Winning
Writing

160 hours of practical work

Data, Design &
Technology Policy Global Studies

Non-Profit
Management

Public &
Private Finance

Consulting
for SDGs

Design Thinking for
Effective Public Policy 

Messaging for
Advocacy

Governing
New Media

Democracy in the
Age of Populism

Religion and Politics

Economic Freedom,
Financial Inclusion,
and Digital Banking

AI and Ethics

Navigating Digital
Economy: Governing

Algorithms

Development of
Middle-Income
Economies

Behavioural
Economics

15 credits/accounted for 140 teaching hours

Internship (30) + Capstone (30) + Ten Skill Shops (100) 

Reforming India
Smart Cities:
Urban Labeling
and Beyond

Global Public Health
Fundraising and

Finance for Non-Profits
Project and

Infrastructure Finance
Climate Change and
Geopolitics of Energy

Globalization: Hegemony
of a few or Cooperation

of the world 

Introduction to Public
Problem Solving

Corporate Policy,
Regulations and

Government Relations

Regenerative
Economy

Leaders and Leadership
in History

Public Interest through
Private Efforts: Advancing

Social Impact

Future of Public
Service Delivery

Human Rights as a
Public Policy
Imperative

Data for Policy:
Evidence-based
Policy Solutions

Changing World Order:
Cooperation and
Contestation

Business, Government,
and Society

Fundamentals of
Finance

Policy for Social Goals:
Wellbeing or Welfare?

The second year's core courses are intended to train and equip students for undertaking field research in the last trimester of the MPP program. The range of electives students 
will be able to select is listed in table above. In consultation with the Director, the faculty will reserve the right to re-order and re-organize elective offerings to capitalize on 
available teaching support and to meet student learning requirements.

Bridging the gap between the industry requirements and academic curriculum at the master's level through targeted skill development programs taught by practitioners

Indicative list of Skill Shops

Mr. Arun Krishnan

Mr. Arun Krishnan

Mr. Sridhar Pabbisetty

Dr. Amrendra Pandey

Mr. Sridhar Pabbisetty
& Dr. Mohan Guruswamy

Dr. Jayanth Gudimella

Dr. Steve Jarding

Ms. Nidhi Razdan

Development Consulting for Change
making-1 (M - Consulting for SDGs)

Development Consulting for Change
making-2 (M - Consulting for SDGs)

Data for Policy Practice

Making Data Actionable: Visualizing Information

Critical Thinking on Contemporary
Issues

Understanding Financial Statements

Media, Communications, and Policy

The Making of a Politician

Dr. Vasudha KatjuGender and Public Policy

Dr. Vasudha KatjuAcademic Writing for Policy Professionals



HYDERABAD

Phone: +91 9100850851, +91 8912841261/1260
Email: admissions@kautilya.org.in
Website: www.kautilya.org.in

GANDHI INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
(Declared as Deemed to be University U/S 3 of UGC Act, 1956)

Accredited by NAAC with A+ Grade
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